NEW RESEARCH IDENTIFIES EFFECTIVE LEVER FOR CONSUMER ATTENTION IN THE MOBILE ERA

CONSUMER ATTENTION PROLONGED BY 47% WITH INTERACTIVE VIDEO ADS

SAN FRANCISCO, CA – OCTOBER 5, 2017 – MAGNA, the intelligence, investment and innovation unit within IPG Mediabrands, and IPG Media Lab, its creative technology arm, partnered with Tremor Video DSP and today announced the results of a scientific media trial that explored and measured the impact of interactive video ads across three screens, including tablet, PC, and mobile devices. The report, entitled The Interactive Effect: A Key to Surviving in the Attention Economy of a Mobile-First World, unveiled both qualitative and quantitative insights for marketers to leverage interactive video ad formats, including activations to enhance consumer engagement and drive brand KPIs.

The report concluded that interactive video ads extend the amount of time consumers spend with the brand, driving a 47% lift in time spent with the ad versus non-interactive ads. Furthermore, when consumers interact, brands triple their time spent with consumers when using 15-second interactive ads. Regardless of whether consumers interact or not, the potential to do so makes the ad 32% more memorable than non-interactive ads. Perhaps most notable in an ever-fragmented consumer landscape, is that these figures remained consistent across gender and age demographics, along with industry verticals.

“Such attention metrics are normally reserved for the viewing of television advertisements and contradict the prevailing conventional wisdom that shorter is better for capturing consumers ‘attention,” said Ariane Gut, VP, Head of Insights & Analytics of Tremor Video DSP, a Taptica company. “Brands that have tested mobile interactive video ads for themselves have experienced an uptick in engagement, demonstrating that there’s more value that can be had from existing assets when layered with elements designed to give consumers more of an immersive experience.”

As brands seek new ways of enhancing the consumer experience, in-depth research was conducted, focusing on six types of ads across four industry verticals. Participating brands in this trial included Amazon, Arby’s, FCA, and MillerCoors.

“The results of this media trial truly showcased the potential and versatility of interactive video ads across platforms, and especially on mobile,” said Kara Manatt, SVP, Intelligence Solutions Strategy at MAGNA. “It’s clear that the ability to interact with an ad will drive higher levels of consumer engagement and purchase intent, but just as important, this offering enables brands to spend more time with consumers. And we all know how difficult that is to do these is these days.”
Key highlights include:

- **Interactive ads** = more time spent with consumers. Total time spent increased by 47% with interactive video ads compared to standard video ads.
- Interactive video ads drive 9x higher impact on purchase intent.
- In fact, a 15 second interactive ad turns into 45 seconds worth of time with consumers when someone interacts.
- Whether consumers interact or not, interactive ads are more cost efficient, with investment going 52% further when the impact on persuasion of interactive ads is accounted for, versus ads without interactive features.
- Compared to a product-focused interaction, adding entertainment-focused interactions (e.g. game) further extends time consumers spend by 15% and improve brand’s KPIs among those who interact.
- When relevant, human focused interactions are recommended (e.g. interactions involving celebrity or key character in the ad as opposed to a product).

"Mobile is intimate; video is engaging,” said Chad Stoller, Global Chief Innovation Officer, UM. “As the digital world becomes less a proxy for our ‘real’ world, and becomes the ‘real world’ itself, interactivity can build organic connections between viewers and branded messages, especially in a mobile-first world. It is becoming clearer that interactivity is the future of mobile video.”

In conducting the media trial, a total of 2,157 users were recruited from a representative online panel. The survey directed participants download a custom app, where they were able to view video content based on their choosing. Prior to the content, participants were served a pre-roll ad, just as they would “in the wild”. Each participant was randomized into a test cell that determined what type of pre-roll video ad that was served. Passive data collection took place during the ad experience, such as interactions, time spent with the ad, etc. Afterwards, participants completed a survey that measured traditional branding metrics and qualitative feedback.

###

**About IPG Media Lab**
The IPG Media Lab is the creative technology arm of IPG Mediabrands. Equal parts think tank, real-world proving ground, and change enabler, we provide agencies and media operators with the power to harness emerging communication opportunities by offering expertise, resources and consulting services tailored to drive quantifiable outcomes, learnings and strategies. The IPG Media Lab is part of IPG Mediabrands, the media innovation and investment arm of IPG. For more information, please visit [www.ipglab.com](http://www.ipglab.com) or follow @ipglab.

**About MAGNA**
MAGNA is the centralized IPG Mediabrands resource that develops intelligence, investment and innovation strategies for agency teams and clients. We utilize our insights, forecasts and strategic relationships to provide clients with a competitive marketplace advantage.
MAGNA harnesses the aggregate power of all IPG media investments to create leverage in the market, negotiate preferred pricing and secure premium inventory to drive maximum value for our clients. The MAGNA Investment and Innovation teams architect go-to-market investment strategies across all channels including linear television, print, digital and programmatic on behalf of IPG clients. The team focuses on the use of emerging media opportunities, as well as data and technology-enabled solutions to drive optimal client performance and business results.

MAGNA Intelligence has set the industry standard for more than 60 years by predicting the future of media value. The MAGNA Intelligence team produces more than 40 annual reports on audience trends, media spend and market demand as well as ad effectiveness.

About Tremor Video DSP
Tremor Video DSP provides software for video advertising effectiveness. We employ patented all-screen technology to make every advertising moment more relevant for consumers, and deliver maximum results for buyers. Tremor Video DSP is a Taptica Company.

www.tremorvideodsp.com
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